Interference of particles is perhaps the central phenomenon of quantum mechanics. The computer program InterferenceSimulator demonstrates two-slit Fresnel interference patterns with one, the other, or both slits open. A magnetic flux situated between the two slits allows demonstration of the Aharonov-Bohm effect. Simulations with short de Broglie wavelengths illustrate the classical limit of quantum mechanics. Because of the universality of wave phenomena, this program also demonstrates the geometrical-optics limit of wave optics for small wavelengths. 
I. THE PURPOSE
The iconic introductions to quantum mechanics by Richard Feynman emphasize interference as the "mysterious behavior . . . [at] the heart of quantum mechanics" 1 and claim 2 that "Any other situation in quantum mechanics, it turns out, can always be explained by saying 'You remember the case of the experiment with the two holes? It's the same thing.' " 3 This central mystery has been the subject of numerous direct experimental tests.
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The Program InterferenceSimulator also simulates the Aharonov-Bohm effect, [8] [9] [10] wherein the presence of a magnetic field within the barrier between the two slits affects the interference pattern, despite the fact that the particle is rigorously excluded from that barrier! The simulation makes plain the quantitative character of the effect, which has been much mis- While the primary role of InterferenceSimulator is to demonstrate quantal interference effects, the phenomenon of interference is universal among waves, so the simulation necessarily demonstrates interference in optical or acoustic waves as well. In this role it is particularly valuable for showing the geometrical-optics limit of wave optics in the limit of small wavelengths. The display of InterferenceSimulator in a short-wavelength situation, demonstrating the classical limit of quantum mechanics (or the geometricaloptics limit of wave optics). The gray boxes show the "ray-optics spotlights" that would be produced if particles behaved classically.
II. THE MODEL SIMULATED
The program simulates Fresnel rather than Fraunhofer diffraction, because only in the Fresnel case does a classical limit exist.
A point source a distance R s + R o from the observation plane emits monochromatic de Broglie waves
that pass through the two infinitely tall slits of width w separated by a distance d, 
(This equation uses Gaussian units. To convert to SI, replace "c" with "1".) The simulation uses the short wavelength (Kirchhoff) approximation
and the paraxial approximation The geometry of the two-slit interference experiment. 9,13 agree on the answer to this problem: the wavefunction at x due to the right slit is
where C(V ) and S(V ) are the Fresnel integrals 14 and where
The wavefunction ψ L (x) at x due to the left slit is the same, except that every "d" is replaced
, and it is easy to show that these expressions adhere to that requirement.
The wavefunction at x due both slits is 9 (up to a phase factor)
It follows that the resulting probability density oscillates between the two (field-independent) envelopes of
III. USES
The easiest way to casually use InterferenceSimulator is to visit http://www.oberlin.edu/physics/dstyer/InterferenceSimulator.
The program's controls and output are self-explanatory. Those wishing to probe in more detail will find the JavaScript source code freely available through http://sourceforge.net/projects/interferencesimulator/.
It is released to the public without warranty under the terms of the GNU General Public License, version 3.
The most direct use of InterferenceSimulator is to show the diffraction pattern from one slit, then from the other, and finally from both. It is obvious that the last pattern produced is not the sum of the first two. One can then make the wavelength short to demonstrate the classical limit of quantum mechanics -and in this limit, to high accuracy, the last pattern is the sum of the first two. 
